The following is a list of the **estimated** costs of organizational memberships, and miscellaneous supplies you will need to purchase in preparation for Nursing II studies. This document is intended to serve as an **estimate only**.

ACE Passport $50  
ATI $185  
Background Check, Fingerprinting, Drugscreen $167  
BLS /CPR training (if needed) $75  
Clinical ID badge $5-7  
College of Nursing Skills Bag $200  
(more info given @orientation)  
Current National Student Nurses Assoc. membership $35  
Current MSU Nursing Student Assoc. membership $10 (per year)  
Flu shot $20-25  
Laptop* ($1500)  
Skyscape digital references** $155  
Stethoscope $53-92  
Uniforms (more info given @ orientation) $150  
Shoes (more info given @ orientation) $100  
SafeMedicate License $125

**Estimated** total: $1337.00  
With laptop: $2837.00

*Only required if you do not have one already.  
**Skyscape digital references will work with a smart phone or iPod, neither of which is included in this estimated cost.